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Abstract: It is well known in the world of multigrid that the order of the prolongation and the order of the restriction 
in a multigrid method should satisfy certain conditions. A rule of thumb is that the sum of the orders of the 
prolongation and of the restriction should at least be equal to the order of the differential equation solved. In this note 
we show the correctness of this rule. We notice that we have to distinguish between low frequency and high frequency 
orders for the transfer operators. For the restriction, the low frequency order is related with its accuracy, whereas for 
the interpolation operator both orders are related with the accuracy of the result of the interpolation. If an 
interpolation rule leaves all polynomials of degree k - 1 invariant, then both the low and the high frequency order are 
equal to k. It is the high frequency order that plays a role in the above-mentioned rule of thumb. 
Keywork Multigrid methods, transfer operators. 
1. Introduction 
The space of discrete 12-functions on an infinite regular n-dimensional grid is denoted by 
where K = BB or K = C, the field of real or complex numbers, Z are the integer numbers and 
z;= {j/zIjEZ”}, (2) 
where h = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) with hi > 0, i = 1,. . . , n, and jh = (j,h,, . . . , j,h,). With the obvious 
norm II - II “:2 the space &Z~) is a Hilbert space. 
The Founer transform FT( uh) = ii, of an Z:-function u,, is defined by 
i.&(t.d) = * ,c ewiihouh( jh), 
JEZ” 
(3) 
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and it is readily seen that 
FT: 1;(2;) + L2(Th”), (4 
with Ti = [-T/h, n/h]” an n-dimensional torus, is an invertible unitary operator (i.e., ]I uh )I h,2 
= II 4 II 2). 
Convolution or Toeplitz operators A,, : &hi) + l,if(Z,“) are linear operators 
(&u,)(9) = c a&+,(9 - kh), 
keZ” 
(5) 
with ah E $(Zi). In practice, cl,, is mostly associated with a discretisation stencil and A, is the 
discrete operator of a linear differential equation with constant coefficients. 
It is easily seen [3] that we can introduce the Fourier transform FT( Ah) = ah of a Toeplitz 
operator A, by 
Z&0) =&(6&(W). (6) 
Remark. Let L be a differential operator with constant coefficients and i(w) its Fourier 
transform or “symbol”. Let us denote by L, a discretisation of L on a regular rectangular grid, 
determined by a unique stencil_Then L(o) is a polynomial of degree M, with M the order of 
the differential equation, and Lh( w) is a trigonometric polynomial of the same degree. It is a 
classical result that 
I&(O)-L(W)] =O(h”) forh+O, (7) 
with j! the order of consistency of the discretisation. 
2. Restrictions and prolongations 
Although the theory can be made more general [3], for a convenience of notation we restrict 
ourselves here to grid transfer operators between fine grids 72; and coarse grids Z i,, (also 
denoted by i2&, H = 2h). We first introduce the elementary restriction and prolongation. 
The elementary restriction R&, : l,if(Zi) + I&?&) is defined by 
(R!++$M) = u,(Pr), (8) 
and its Fourier transform is given by 
Z&4= c a++ 2), 
PE to, 1)” 
(9) 
the sum is taken over all n-tuples with elements taken from (0, 1). Any regular restriction 
R Hh : l;@;> + %@%) can be constructed as a combination of the elementary restriction and a 
convolution operator: 
R Hh = &hAh- 00) 
Similar to the elementary restriction, there is an elementary proZongution P,!fH : I&(Z&) + l,f(Zi) 
defined by 
and any regular prolongation PhH : I&@$) + $$ifI) can be constructed as PhH = AhPfH. 
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To discuss Fourier transforms of prolongations or restrictions, we notice that any element 
w E Ti can be seen as a 2”-vector (w + ~~p/h), p E { 0, l}” on TG. (The 2” frequencies w + ~p/h 
on Zz are those that correspond with the frequency w on h&.) Hence, for ii, E L2( Tl) we also 
use the notation 6, E L2(TI;), with iih( w) the vector with entries Gh( w + ~p/h), p E { 0, l}“. 
Consistent with this notation, d,(w), w E TL, may be written as a 2” X 2” diagonal matrix 
&(a), w E TE;. (14 
The Fourier transform of a restriction R,, = Rg,A, is now given by 
or, in vector notation, with uH = R,u, 
fi,b) = &&+h(d w 
where w E TI;. Now l?‘Hh( w) is a 1 X 2” matrix with entries a,( w + ~p/h). 
Similarly, the Fourier transform of a prolongation PhH = AhPjH with u,, = PhHuH can be 
written 
fi&) =13hH(W)iiH(O), (15) 
with w E TG. Here #J w) is a 2” X 1 matrix with entries d,( w + 1rp/h)2”. 
3. The order of prolongations and restrictions 
For the usual prolongations and restrictions, for which the stencils are real and have finite 
support, the components of their Fourier transforms have the form of a trigonometr&z poly- 
nomial in 0 = wh. To unify the treatment for both types of transfer operators, we write B( 0) for 
i’h or 2”$., in case of the restriction or prolongation, respectively. 
Definition 1. The low frequency (LF) order of a grid transfer operator B, is the largest number 
m > 0 for which 
B(e)=1+0(181~) for lel +o. (16) 
Definition 2. The high frequency (HF) order of a grid transfer operator B, is the largest number 
m for which 
B(e+p=)=o( p(m) for IsI 40, 
for all p E { 0, l}“, p # 0”. 
(17) 
Remark. We may understand these definitions as: “A high-order transfer operator disturbs low 
frequencies by a small amount (high LF order), whereas the corresponding high frequencies do 
not pop up too much (high HF order)“. 
Examples. Simple computations show for pyticular transfer operators the following orders. 
(1) Injection Rgh; stencil a,, = [0, 1, 01, A(e) = 1; the LF order is infinity, the HF order is 0. 
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(2) The weighted restriction in one dimension, linear interpolation; the stencil is 
Uh = #, 1, :I; 
the LF order is 2, the HF order is 2. 
(3) Half weighting; the stencil is 
08) 
the LF order is 2, the HF order is 0. 
(4) Full weighting, or bilinear prolongation on rectangles; the stencil is : : i 
a,=+ + 1 
[ 1 : ; a t i 
the LF order is 2, the HF order is 2. 
(5) Seven point restriction, or linear interpolation on triangles; the stencil is 
(20) 
(21) 
the LF order is 2, the HF order is 2. 
(6) Cubic interpolation in one dimension; the stencil is 
ah=i[--k,O,&,l,&,O, -&I; 
the LF order is 4, the HF order is 4. 
(22) 
Remark. There is a direct relation between the order of the transfer operator as defined here and 
the degree of the polynomial that is exactly interpolated by the corresponding interpolation rule. 
The following statements are easy to verify. (1) If a restriction leaves all polynomials of degree 
k - 1 invariant, then the LF order of the operator is k. (2) If a prolongation leaves all 
polynomials of degree k - 1 invariant, then both the LF and HF order are at least k. 
Proof of (1). If the restriction stencil [cj] leaves all polynomials Pk of degree G k invariant, 
then 
for all Pk, and hence 
V’a, Ial <k. 
(23) 
(24) 
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Therefore, 
e(w) = Cc, ehiwhj = Ccj C d,(-iwhj)’ 
= ‘C (iw)pdp~cj~yLJ)p = I+ C (iw)‘dpEcj( -hj)’ 
iPI 
=I+O[(cd~)~i:) forwh+O. 
IPl’k i 
Proof of (2). If the interpolation stencil [cj] leaves all polynomials Pk of degree < k invariant, 
then 
(25) 
for all multi-integers p E (0, l}“. It follows that, for all p, 
and hence 
c(d +pT) = 2-nCcj e-i(w+pn/h)hj= 2-n C CC2j_m e-i(oh+pn)(2j-m) 
j m~{O,l}" j 
=2-n 
c 
eipTm&2j_, eiWm-2j) 
rnE{O,l)" 
=2-” C (-1)pi~c2j_m C dp(iwh(m -2j))’ 
ME (0,l)” j IPI> 
=2_” c (-l)““( 1+ 
mE (0, 1)" IBl'k j 
=2-” 
i 
c (4”” 
m‘E{O, 1)” 
+ C dB(iw)P 
IPl>k 
mE$ 1) (-1)““Cc2j-m((m - 2i)h)B) 
n j 
= 1 + 0((69~)~+l), 
i 
if p = 0, 
q(wQk+l), if p#O. 
4. Requirements for transfer operators in multigrid 
Let L be a constant-coefficient, linear-differential operator of order M, then 
L(U) = 5 C&P, 
Jm)=O 
(27) 
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where, for the more-dimensional case, we use the multi-integer notation again. Let L, and L,, 
H = 2h, be discretisations of L of order jj. We suppose that L, and L, both are determined by 
the same unique stencil. Then 
M 
e,(u) = c c,$i~,(wh), (28) 
jml=O 
where s,( wh) is an m th-degree trigonometric polynomial satisfying 
s,(wh) = @((ah)“) for wh --, 0, 
s,(wh) = O(1) for wh E [ -TT, IT]~, 
and 
(29) 
I&(w)-i(w)] =0(h)) forwh+O. (30) 
Now we keep o fixed and let h + 0; hence 8 = wh -+ 0. 
To find the conditions for the grid transfer operators to satisfy in a multigrid algorithm, we 
first consider 
i(w) + Chj+ ... 
i(w) + C(2h)’ + . . - 
=1+0(8”) forB+O, 
and for p E (0, l}“, p # 0” and 19 + 0, 
UJ + TP/h) G(~ + TP/h) 
i&(a + Tp/2h) = I I 
&b + TP/h) ~ 
JGh(4 5 c,(1/2h)“(w2h)” 
lml=O 
(31) 
= B((coh)-“). 
(32) 
The amplification operator of the two-grid coarse-grid-correction operator is [2] 
MCGC = Ih - PhHL$RH,,Lh, h 
and hence 
(33) 
(34) 
or 
ihtw) 0 
X 
0 1 i.,(w + Tp/h) . 
Now we denote the LF and HF order of the prolongation (restriction) by m, and m2 
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(respectively by n, and n2), to obtain for 19 -+ 0 
For f3 + 0 the eigenvalues of A?( 19) approach 
A, = 1 and A, = 0( Pz+m2-M). 
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0 
o(e-M) I 
(35) 
Hence, a necessary condition for nonincreasing high frequencies arising from a coarse grid 
correction is n2 + m2 > M. This corresponds with the well-known rule of thumb, used in the 
multigrid community [1,2,4]. However, we have to be aware that it is the HF and not the LF 
order that shows up in this rule. 
In [4] it is shown by an example that the rule gives a necessary condition indeed. There it is 
seen that a set of transfer operators that satisfies the conditions for a convection operator fails as 
soon as an additional diffusion operator becomes significant. 
In order that the norm of the amplification operator of the error is also bounded, one should 
require n 2 > A4 and m2 > 0. 
Similarly, for the residual amplification operator, i.e., %Foc = Ih - L,P,,Li’R,, we find 
o(e-) + o(ey + o(ea) 
(36) 
If we want its norm to be bounded, then we find the conditions m2 > A4 and n2 > 0. 
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